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Startups - Accelerating going 
to production with Altium…



Startups – ‘Crossing the Chasm’*
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* From Michael Moore’s book titled “Crossing the Chasm”



With so many platforms available it is easy to create proofs of concept…

Hardware Design has changed

Moving to mass production involves significant effort…
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A typical New Product Introduction:

In a Startup execution is key…

Gate 6



Startups often hit significant issues at Gate 3 - the transition to production

Typically for one or more of the following reasons:

• Incomplete manufacturing documentation

• Manufacturability

• Test access and testability

• EMC considerations for regulatory compliance

• Regulatory documentation

These can be significantly mitigated by appropriate CAD system setup…

Why Chasm within the ‘The Chasm’?



Key challenges for a successful new product introduction [NPI]

• Robust management of design Intellectual Property

• No existing product design infrastructure – processes, CAD libraries, design rules

• Creation or adoption of product design standards for manufacture and production test 

• Building relationships with a new Contract Manufacturer

• Development of new supply chains

• Dealing with the regulatory requirements and documentation

• Processes for generating and deploying security credentials to the products

New Product Introduction in Startups



What are the main elements of Intellectual 
Property for a hardware product?

• System level functionality, possibly the subject of 

Patents

• Software and algorithms

• Industrial and Mechanical Designs

• Custom chip or FPGA Hardware Description Language 

code 

• Block level and Schematic Diagrams

Any others…?

Intellectual Property



PCB Designs contain significant IP…

• Schematic and PCB Design rules

• Wireless products’ RF pcb layout that meets the production yield and regulatory requirements

• PCB footprints that have been proven in production – especially for RF parts

• Bills of Material and Alternate Vendor Lists

• Manufacturing documentation

• Regulatory information

These all need to be managed within the limited resources of a Startup…

PCB Intellectual Property



Setup of the CAD system is often seen as an obstacle…

Startups often have much less resource than their manufacturing partner

Poor documentation results in lots of queries from the manufacturing partner
• Part Number queries and alternative parts
• Design for manufacture issues
• Design for test queries

Yet appropriate setup of the CAD system can de-risk the NPI process

Incomplete manufacturing documentation…



A ‘quick and dirty’ approach can result in component definitions such this:

It may be quick but it makes the ‘chasm’ much deeper…
This type of component data in  a BOM creates a large ‘question and 
answer’ support workload 

Insufficient Component Information



Comprehensive Libraries can be used to:

• Automatically create BOMs which contains critical component specifications
• Assist in the assessment of components for alternate vendor selection

• Create early 3D visualization of the pcb – great for business development
• Helps customer engagement

• Assist cost of goods calculations with BOM cost estimates
• Accurate cost estimates, avoids having to create manual & time consuming costings

• Component supply chain availability and lead time estimates
• Rapid ‘on-the-fly’ supply chain updates mitigating the need for an MRP system

• Regulatory ROHS documentation
• Saves having to manually compile a ROHS declaration report

Reducing the workload…



Most Startups will not have the design resources to setup and manage a Vault when 
all that is initially required is a comprehensive manufacturing documentation 
package

A simple library approach can still provide a solid foundation for a startup’s designs
• Especially with the power of the Supplier Search
• Any of the standard Altium libraries are suitable

In order of increasing effort to create:
• A pair of Schematic and PCB libraries – *.SchLib & *.PcbLib

• The simplest
• An Integrated library - *.IntLib

• Improved error checking
• A Database library - *.DbLib

• The most scalable
• Vaults

Crossing ‘The Chasm’ Library setup



Libraries can be used to provide fully specified components such as the one below:

This can allows the creation of comprehensive Bills of Material where it 
easy to define rules for Alternate Vendors of components…

Using libraries for detailed component specifications



Surely creating a component definition 
like this example is a lot of data 
capture…?

Detailed Component Specifications



Fully documented components can be created very quickly

Using the power of Supplier Search…



To create…



Using the Library data created at the time of design selection can now be used to 
create Bills Of Material that fully specify all the components, e.g. a capacitor:

Creating detailed BOMS

Manufacturer

Manufacturer Part No

Dielectric

Value

Voltage

RF Critical?

ROHS Status
& Declaration

Tolerance

S/W Impact?



Using the embedded Library data the ROHS BOM for the CE declaration can be 
automatically generated to provide an output like the one below:

An automated BOM documenting ROHS status

ROHS Status
& Declaration



Using the embedded Library data critical components such as RF parts or those with 
software impact can all be documented in the BOM to provide:

An automated BOM documenting Critical Parts status

RF Critical Part?

S/W Impact?



Setting the library up with accurate 3D bodies:

Using 3D views to help investor and customer 
engagement

• Improves the integration with the mechanical design
• Reduces the risk of non-fitting parts
• Used for engagement with investors and customers



As a startup engage with your manufacturing partner as early as possible:

• Maximize the use of material through effective panelisation
• Integrate testing constraints into the design

• For example test point pitch… 

Manufacturability and Testability



Wireless Designs & high speed designs require 
impedance controlled pcb design of which the 
laminate specification is a critical part of the 
design process.

• Engage with the mass production manufacturer 
as early as possible:
• Having to change laminate close to production 

due to availability/cost can involve significant 
delay and cost through re-characterisation of the 
design on the production laminate

• The pcb stack up is a critical part of the 
manufacturing documentation!
• Ensure the stack up is embedded in the 

manufacturing files (gerber/ODB+)
• Provide a specification with all the design 

constraints: trace impedances and materials 

RF Designs and the PCB Stack-up



For pcb footprint creation, wherever possible follow relevant standards:
• IPC 7351 for SMT components
• IPC 2220 for PTH components

PCB symbols and IPC Standards



Manually calculating the BOM cost and evaluating the critical components lead time is 
a poor use of resource…

Automating BOM Costing and Lead Time



Connected products need to consider hardware level security
• Have the security requirements and their impact on the hardware design been 

considered?
1. Production microcontroller/ microprocessor devices shall not allow the 
firmware to be read out of the products non volatile [FLASH] memory
2. Any debug interfaces and test points on the product shall be disabled on 
production devices, including OS ‘console’ output on any serial or similar ports.
3. All comms port(s), such as USB, RS232 etc., which are not used as part of the 
product’s normal operation are not enabled 
4. The product shall have a unique and authenticatable source of identity.
5. All production devices shall have a CPU watchdog enabled.
6. The product shall have a hardware source for true random number 
generation 
7. The product shall support secure boot process which either validates the 
authenticity of the firmware at the time of boot
8. The software images are digitally signed and the product verifies the 
software updates digital signature before the update process begins.

• More info @ IOT Security Foundation’s website: https://iotsecurityfoundation.org/

Product Security



Startups - Accelerating New Product Introduction:

• Consider how is the product going to be produced at every step

• Understand how to reduce manufacturing cost by working with your chosen EMS/CEM

• Consider the impacts of RF element on the design & regulatory compliance – FCC, CE

• Trade off designing your own RF sub systems or procuring pretested ones

• Use quality design documentation to the manufacturer for efficient communication

Summary



Thanks for your Attention!
Questions?
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